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My name is KC Johnson, and I am a professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center. My recent research has focused on lawsuits filed by students accused in Title IX disciplinary matters. These cases, which proliferated after 2013, helped expose the shortcomings of the pre-2020 system, as multifaceted pressure—including from the federal government—led to increasing numbers of factually dubious findings of responsibility.

Colleges and universities could—and should—have responded to this record by developing fairer Title IX procedures themselves. But, absent court rulings requiring them to do so, they proved almost entirely unwilling. As a result, the previous administration issued regulations addressing problems the court cases revealed. That list included colleges and universities:

- providing insufficient notice to accused students, hampering their ability to mount a defense;
- showing disinterest in evidence seen as exculpatory to accused students;
- using training that too often trafficked in gender stereotypes, and which rationalized virtually any behavior as consistent with the accuser’s truthfulness;³

---


² https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ldNBm_ynP3P4Dp35S5Qg2JXFk70mMPwNPmNuPm_Kn0/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=106635375097840739490.

³ Johnson and Taylor, “The Title IX Training Travesty.”
• employing single-investigator models that denied to an accused student either a hearing or a chance to challenge the investigator’s bias; and
• denying to accused students an opportunity to cross-examine adverse witnesses.

No issue was more important than ensuring that accused students, through a lawyer or advocate, have an opportunity to cross-examine adverse witnesses—given the heavy pressure universities have faced to return more findings of responsibility.

Harvard Law School professors Jacob Gersen and Jeannie Suk Gersen described the altered environment: “The transformation of the Title IX grievance procedure over several decades wrought a corresponding transformation in the OCR’s job of oversight. No longer was it simply monitoring whether schools were engaging in discriminatory acts. Rather, OCR’s task became specifying ... schools’ policies, procedures, and organizational forms.”

University leaders used the comment period for the regulations to criticize more robust procedural protections for accused students. But since the rule’s implementation, all sides have benefited:

• the new procedures have made it less likely that wrongly accused students will be found responsible;
• survivors have obtained more reliable results;
• and universities have been less likely to face lawsuits from accused students.

Indeed, lawsuits involving post-August incidents have dropped to a trickle. Since the current regulations draw so closely from relevant court decisions, universities that implement them in good faith have little to fear.

One exception, however, exists to this pattern. Since August, many colleges have created a two-tiered sexual misconduct system, in which only students accused of an on-campus offense

---

6 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ldNBm_ynP3P4Dp355Qg2JXFk70m1_MPwNPmNuPm_Kn0/edit?usp=drive_web&ouid=106635375097840739490.
receive the full array of procedural protections provided by the regulations.\textsuperscript{7} Nothing in the rule, of course, \textit{requires} this. This voluntary adoption of a more burdensome approach is all the more puzzling in light of some of the testimony in this week’s sessions suggesting that fair procedures are too burdensome for colleges to implement—suggesting that university protests ought not be taken at face value on this point.

That universities nonetheless have exploited a loophole in the regulations to deny fair procedures to as many accused students as \textit{possible}—even at the risk of inviting more lawsuits\textsuperscript{8}—provides a compelling, if unintentional, demonstration of why the regulations’ procedural protections are so important. Without the federal government ensuring that allegations of sexual misconduct are fairly adjudicated, the record of the last decade suggests that universities will not do so on their own.

Finally, a comment on the procedurally unusual nature of this session—an event that takes place after both the President and the nominated OCR head strongly condemned the regulations, albeit without offering any specifics, but before the administration has issued any guidance or an NPRM. I hope that this week’s sessions aren’t designed as an end-run around the APA, if the administration goes ahead and proposes a new rule to revive policies from a bygone era.\textsuperscript{9} As Jackie Gharapour Wernz, who worked as an OCR lawyer during the Obama years, recently admitted, “We did see some bad cases in the Obama era, cases where it basically didn’t matter what evidence there was. The college was going to find against the defendant, the male defendant, no matter what. I think the schools felt pressure under the Obama guidance.”\textsuperscript{10} We need not return to a system in which, too often, wrongly accused


\textsuperscript{8} See, for instance, Doe v. Regents of the University of California, N.D. Cal. Case No. 5:21-cv-03315; as well as comparable litigation against RPI, Case Western Reserve, and Virginia Tech.


\textsuperscript{10} Richard Bernstein, “Biden’s Pushing Ahead to the Obama Past on Campus Rape. He’ll Need Good Luck with That,” \textit{Real Clear Investigations}, https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2020/12/15/bidens_pushing_ahead_to_the_obama_past_on_campus_rape_hell_need_good_luck_with_that_126353.html
students had to rely on litigation to address improper findings of responsibility, issued after dubious Title IX procedures.

Due process exists to protect the individual against the arbitrary exercise of power by institutions. Due process is the irreducible core of OCR’s obligations under Title IX. Colleges that followed the “Dear Colleague” guidance have suffered a grave loss of credibility in the courts as case after case has demonstrated that the “Dear Colleague” approach was biased and unfair. The 2020 regulation was an essential corrective to the damage done by the “Dear Colleague” directions. Any suggestions to improve the 2020 regulations must not back rack on the return of due process to its proper place in those regulations.

To properly understand OCR’s obligations, it is mandatory to fully consider the court decisions that flowed from the “Dear Colleague” abuses. All of the court decisions referenced below are incorporated in full into this comment as if fully reprinted here.

All of the court decisions below are hereby made part of the Administrative Record.
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